FACTORS THAT INFLUENCE PRODUCTIVITY
- Quality
- Safety
- Uptime
- Comfort
- Durability

We understand the importance of operator visibility, safety features and ergonomically designed, insulated cabs to help keep drivers safe and productive.

WHERE TOUGHS MEETS EFFICIENCY
- Components, options, and entire vehicles are subjected to an array of virtual and physical tests to ensure our trucks deliver the expected function, performance and reliability.
- An ergonomic M2 106. Plus, the M2 106 provides up to a 55-degree wheel cut, set-back front axle and swept-back bumper for superior maneuverability.
- AERODYNAMIC HOOD LOW-PROFILE DASH AND BEST-IN-CLASS VISIBILITY OF THE ERGONOMIC M2 106. PLUS, THE M2 106 PROVIDES UP TO A 55-DEGREE WHEEL CUT, SET-BACK FRONT AXLE AND SWEPT-BACK BUMPER FOR SUPERIOR MANEUVERABILITY.

SPECS AND OPTIONS
- Detroit™ DD8™ engine and the Detroit™ DD5™ engine, * both certified to comply with the US EPA’s Cummins 2010 regulations.
- Detroit™ Connect suite of connected diagnostic services to maximize uptime. All the more reason to choose this leading medium-duty truck for your hard-working fleet. You’re backed by a robust support footprint featuring a 24/7 toll-free hotline and hundreds of service locations with factory-certified technicians—including more than 400 dealership-certified technicians—anywhere in the country.

THE ALL-AROUND PERFORMER.
In addition to being easy to upfit, the M2 106 maximizes uptime, safety, quality and productivity to lower your Real Cost of Ownership. Our M2 106 is the comprehensive evaluation of the hard and soft costs over the lifetime of your vehicle, which reflects the true value of your truck to you and your business. Everyone’s business is different, so you can tailor your M2 106 to be the vehicle that supports your business needs and every duty cycle for maximum efficiency.

SPECIFICATIONS
ENGINES
• Cummins® L9 Engine
  200-325 HP / 520-750 lb-ft torque
• Cummins® B6.7 Engine
  200-325 HP / 520-750 lb-ft torque
• Detroit™ DD5™ Engine
  200-240 HP / 560-660 lb-ft torque
• Detroit™ DD8™ Engine
  260-350 HP / 660-1050 lb-ft torque

TRANSMISSIONS
• Eaton Fuller manual
• Eaton Fuller automated
• Eaton Procision 7-speed dual-clutch
• Allison automatic

AXLES (UP TO)
• Single 25k
• AWD Single 14k
• Tandem 30k

• Day cab, extends cab-on-frame cab availability
• 2-piece forged steel main frame reduces noise by 20% compared to painted frame
• 17-degree front axle offset, easier entry
• 9/32" thick x 10-1/16" @ 1.5 million RBM

FRAMED RAILS
• Standard single-channel frame rails
• Optional single-channel frame rails
• Double-channel rails available with up to 3.7 million RBM